EXAMPLE IDENTIFICATION CRITERIA FOR THE ELIGIBLE TO OWN ISSUE

Quota owner would have a **direct tie** to fishing/processing:

- Harvester with an LE trawl permit
- Shoreside processor
  - Any
  - Any with groundfish processing history
- Crew members
  - Anyone with harvesting experience in any U.S. fishery
  - Anyone with harvesting experience in the LE trawl fishery from any time period
  - Anyone with recent harvesting experience in the LE trawl fishery
- Coastal Community
  - Any coastal community
  - Any coastal community with groundfish landings
  - Any coastal community with recent groundfish landings

Quota owner would have a **less direct tie** to fishing/processing:

- Community non-profit
  - Any non-profit entity
  - A non-profit entity established by or partnered with a local government entity (city council, port authority, county commission, etc), state government entity, or tribal government entity
- State fishery management agency
  - Agency can hold QS, but must lease out QP (profit to state)
  - Agency can hold QS, but must award use of QP (no profit to state)
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